It’s a tradition and COVID-19 will not cancel our family friendly event that provides a “Norman Rockwell” type holiday feast for Baldwin County families who are hungry! But, the pandemic will force us to make some changes. Turkey Trot 2020 will still involve a fun t-shirt and running or walking. This year, you choose where and when to run or walk, during the entire month of October. Snap a #turkeytrotselfie and tag our Facebook page while challenging friends to do the same.

**Every runner is a turkey... for a family in need.**

Entry into this family friendly month-long event is just $20 which lets you pickup your t-shirt and purchases a turkey for a neighbor in need.

For $25 we will ship you your t-shirt.

Purchase by October 1st to insure your t-shirt size.

Buy online at:  www.prodiseepantry.org/turkeytrot2020

Pay by mail:  Prodisee Pantry, PO Box 7403, Spanish Fort, AL 36577

Stop by Prodisee Pantry starting Sept 16th  Wednesdays from 8 am to 6 pm

Prodisee Pantry is encouraging everyone to #beaturkey and to #5Kfilltheplate of families in need this Thanksgiving. ‘Cause it’s about hunger!